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Pakistan Needs Fiscal Improvement
To Recover in 2010, Says ADO

Pakistan

The Asian Development Outlook
2010 (ADO 2010), ADB's flagship
annual economic publication, re-
leased on 13 April, forecasts

Pakistan's GDP growth in 2010 to mod-
estly improve to 3% backed by a recov-
ery in the manufacturing sector.

Inflation in FY 2010, projected to fall
to 12% from its peak of the previous fis-
cal year, is still high. Current account defi-
cit backed by the still robust remittances
is also projected to fall to 3.6% of GDP
from 5.6% of GDP a year earlier.

While macroeconomic imbalances
have narrowed and economic fundamen-
tals have improved, the ADO 2010 notes
that the security environment and an on-
going power crisis are both burdening
the fiscal situation and obstructing a
growth revival.

That revival, according to the ADO,
will depend on multiple factors. The ADO
2010 stresses a faster implementation of
ongoing measures in taxation and energy
sector which are critical to generate re-
quired fiscal space. A key issue is the
financing of the fiscal deficit. Rapid fis-
cal improvements are needed to under-
pin recovery, sustain the public sector
development program, and prevent
crowding out of the private sector.

The ADO also emphasizes the need
to generate a diversified, vibrant, and
higher value-added export base to con-
tain the current account deficit and im-
prove debt profile of the country, and
ensure faster growth and employment
creation.

Pakistan’s economic prospects are
predicated on a successful completion

of the current IMF program by end of
2010; a gradual improvement in the se-
curity situation; a phased reduction in
electricity shortages as tariffs meet cost
of supply and new power plants are com-
missioned; sustained implementation of
fiscal reforms, particularly for tax and ad-
ministration; a gradual economic recov-
ery in the main trading partners; and
political stability.

The ADO highlights three intercon-
nected development challenges facing
Pakistan. The first is fiscal situation. The
second is low growth and the challenge
to revive it so as to create jobs and re-
duce poverty. The third is to improve the
competitiveness of the economy so as
to expand exports, sustain growth, and
avoid balance-of-payment problems in
the future. �

Pakistan Television (PTV) in col-
laboration with ADB and the Min-
istry of Women Development un-
der federal Gender Reform Action

Plan (GRAP) has started broadcasting a 12-
series TV program focusing on gender is-
sues.

In each episode, the program titled
KYA KIYA JAEY? (What Should Be
Done?), brings on air lively discussions on
gender issues such as role of women in
institutional restructuring, fiscal and policy
reforms, politics, and economy with women
rights activists, gender specialists, policy
experts, and prominent personalities. The
shows are aired on Fridays and Sundays
at 5:25 p.m., and then repeated at 11:05 a.m.

Gender Mainstreaming Through Media

WHAWHAWHAWHAWHAT SHOULD BE DONET SHOULD BE DONET SHOULD BE DONET SHOULD BE DONET SHOULD BE DONE     PTV program discusses on air gender issues such as role of women in
institutional strengthening, fiscal and policy reforms, politics, and economy(continued on page 6)
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It is a pleasure to be back at the Foreign
Correspondents Club of Japan. Since I
last spoke at your club in July 2008,
much has changed for the global

economy, the economy here in Japan, and
for the economies of developing Asia and
the Pacific specifically. We read a lot of sto-
ries, many from your esteemed journals,
about how developing Asia, and the
People's Republic of China (PRC) in par-
ticular, is leading the world out of reces-
sion.

Based on recent data, the recovery con-
tinues to gain traction in our region, and 2010
is looking to be a stronger year than previ-
ously expected. The challenge for develop-
ing Asia now is to ensure the recovery is
sustainable, and that Asia assumes its ap-
propriate role in helping guide the global re-
forms needed for future crisis prevention and
management.

I will, therefore, touch on four main is-
sues. First, what are the prospects for con-
tinued recovery in developing Asia? Second,
what are the risks to that outlook? Third, what
are the policy issues we need to confront as
authorities shift from crisis management to
reform of the global economic and financial
architecture? And finally, why is coopera-
tion globally and regionally so important?

Regional Economic Trends
And 2010 Outlook
Much of Asia’s economic fate still relies on
the prognosis for economic recovery in the
advanced G3 economies. The collapse in
global demand dealt a harsh blow to Asia's
exports. Worst-affected were the most
open, trade-dependent economies—par-
ticularly the newly industrializing econo-
mies and several Southeast Asian
economies. Much intraregional trade is in
parts and components supporting supply
chains that feed into more complex prod-
ucts, and this only added to the vulnerabil-
ity of the region's economy. Demand from
Asia’s export markets is returning, perhaps
not as quickly as we would like. But it is
showing that the external economic envi-
ronment facing our region is gradually im-
proving, if unevenly.

In the US, the "Great Recession"—as

Economic Prospects and Challenges for Developing Asia
Luncheon lecture by Haruhiko Kuroda, President, Asian Development Bank, on 17 March 2010 at the Foreign
Correspondents Club of Japan, Tokyo

some call it—appears to have ended. But
after-shocks of the financial crisis are likely
to continue to weigh on the US economy.
Most important is the high unemployment
rate and lower consumer spending as house-
holds reassess their balance sheets and trim
debt. The eurozone has also shown some
improvement. But the Greek debt crisis is
casting some shadows on the recovery and
shifting worries from bank risk to sovereign
risk. Here in Japan, following the sharp con-
traction last year, I am happy that the out-
look is for a return to growth in 2010, despite
continued worries about deflation.

These generally positive trends in the
G3, along with a strong rebound in world
trade, have helped the economic recovery in
developing Asia. I want to stress the word
“helped”, because it was the rapid monetary
and fiscal stimulus measures in Asia’s devel-
oping economies that really initiated and then
gave traction to the region’s economic re-
covery. ADB's growth forecasts show that
we are amid a V-shaped recovery. From a high
of 9.5% in 2007, growth in developing Asia
dropped to just 5.0% in 2009. Last Septem-
ber, we predicted gross domestic product in
developing Asia would expand to 6.4% in
2010. In December, we revised the forecast
upward to 6.6%. Our Asian Development
Outlook 2010, due out next month, will likely
further revise upward regional growth fore-
casts. It will also present our initial forecasts
for 2011.

However, there is definitely a multi-speed
recovery across developing Asia, with wide
variations expected in economic growth rates.
Authorities will be challenged to forge a
policy mix that balances continued stimulus,
where needed, with a process of returning
the primary sources of growth to the private
sector. This may be tricky.

For example, with macroeconomic poli-
cies remaining accommodative, economic
activity in the PRC is expected to maintain its
growth momentum into 2010. The PRC intro-
duced a massive stimulus package of more
than 15% of GDP—including subsidies in
rural areas for consumer products such as
appliances, and lower taxes on purchases of
fuel-efficient cars. As a result, after hitting a
two-decade low of 6.1% growth in the first
quarter of 2009, PRC's GDP expanded by

10.7% in the fourth quarter. But as we have
already seen, authorities there are carefully
assessing when, by how much, and where
to fine-tune fiscal and monetary policies to
avoid a return to overheating. India, too, ap-
pears to be on track for an upgrade in growth
forecasts.

In the newly industrialized economies,
which are highly dependent on exports, a
return to rapid growth could be as quick as
the contractions they suffered given the re-
bound in world trade. And, after suffering
their biggest slowdown since the 1997/98
Asian financial crisis, the four middle-income
ASEAN economies should return to robust
growth in 2010. Indonesia has shown par-
ticular economic resilience.

Balances of payments are forecast to
strengthen on the back of stronger exports
and the continuing return of capital inflows.
And luckily, inflation remains manageable in
most cases, even though it has picked up
from the low levels in 2009.

What to Watch Out for:
Risks to the Outlook
But we always need to keep a watchful eye
on those things that could go wrong, that
could slow the recovery or signal an in-
crease in systemic risk, as occurred in 2008.
That, we certainly do not want.

The risks now to this year's outlook for
developing Asia are relatively balanced.
Should challenges arise, the region's authori-
ties have the wherewithal and policy tools to
handle some of them. Other obstacles would
be harder to surmount.

For example, there could be a reversal in
growth in advanced economies if
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deleveraging, for example, on US balance
sheets, happens suddenly. Or the EU could
suffer further difficulties, for example, from
the Greek debt crisis. A default would cer-
tainly dent financial and consumer confi-
dence in Europe, leading to slower growth.
And the situation could rapidly escalate,
should fear spread to other highly-indebted
European economies.

In short, the recovery in developed
economies may still falter.

There are also risks closer to home.
PRC's strong growth, which has played a
large role in the region's recovery, might lose
momentum for a variety of reasons. There is
concern that the large increases in bank lend-
ing in 2009 may be creating asset bubbles,
particularly as property prices continue to
soar. And, there is always the possibility that,
in their eagerness to extend loans, banks in
the PRC may have unwittingly relaxed un-
derwriting standards. This could result in
larger write-offs or nonperforming loans in
the future, if asset prices go down sharply.
This, of course, could then dent consumer
confidence and dampen investment, espe-
cially in construction.

The strength of Asia’s recovery itself,
or the shift away from stimulus, could cause
sudden destabilizing capital flows, as inter-
est rate differentials rise compared with more
advanced economies. The region could at-
tract more "carry trades," where investors
borrow a low-yielding currency such as the
US dollar to invest in higher-yielding curren-
cies elsewhere. These could significantly
complicate developing Asia’s macroeco-
nomic management. Authorities may be wary
of letting currencies appreciate, fearful of un-
dermining competitiveness. Furthermore, ex-
cessive inflows could cause the region's
currencies to overshoot their long-run equi-
librium rates.

Policy Issues and Challenges
The global economic crisis showed plainly
that the industrialized world, the US in par-
ticular, has too much debt, while emerging
economies, including those in Asia and the
oil exporting countries, have too much sav-
ings. Asia's excessive dependence on ex-
ternal demand from a narrow range of
countries jeopardizes steady growth. Re-
balancing the sources of growth toward
greater domestic and regional demand is
therefore key in sustaining the region’s fu-
ture development, and in helping resolve

the large global payments imbalances that
helped spawn the crisis.

While the export-led model has con-
tributed to Asia’s impressive growth over
several decades, slowing or uncertain de-
mand from advanced economies implies
that the region must strengthen its domes-
tic and regional demand to fill the gap. To
do this, authorities should continue with
deeper, more comprehensive structural re-
forms while further developing their finan-
cial sectors. This could include reducing
borrowing constraints, particularly for
households and smaller companies, and
allocating financial resources more effi-
ciently.

Augmenting domestic demand re-
quires a mix of optimal policy measures,
which will differ from country to country,
given the diverse current account posi-
tions. It could involve demand-side poli-
cies that encourage households to spend
more and companies to invest more, as well
as supply-side policies that promote small
and medium sized enterprises and service
industries catering to domestic demand.
More broadly, Asian authorities should
continue to remove barriers to intraregional
trade, particularly behind-the-border ob-
stacles to freer trade in goods and espe-
cially services, and promote regional
cooperation.

Critically important at this juncture of
the region’s economic recovery is the tim-
ing and, perhaps even more importantly,
the composition of stimulus exit strategies.
Premature policy exits could jeopardize a
return to sustainable growth. On the other
hand, holding on too long could cause dis-
tortions or unsustainable fiscal deficits. It
is thus paramount that national authori-
ties coordinate closely with one another.
Monetary and fiscal measures must be
closely aligned so authorities do not cre-
ate unwitting policy errors, working at
counter-purposes as stimulus is unwound.

And, further to their potential risks to
the growth outlook, capital flows must be
managed judiciously. They can be both geo-
graphically unbalanced as well as function-
ally unbalanced. For developing Asia, it is
essential to direct foreign capital to less vola-
tile longer term investments. It can be done
using a three-part approach. First, Asian
countries need to improve the investment
climate. Second, they need to strengthen
domestic financial markets within a proper

regulatory environment and maintain appro-
priate levels of foreign reserves. This is es-
pecially true for those economies with
managed exchange rate systems. And third,
they need to support the establishment of
regional capital markets. This will better tap
and mobilize the region’s ample resources.

The Need for Global
And Regional Cooperation
One of the most positive responses to the
global economic crisis has been the willing-
ness for policy coordination and coopera-
tion among economies across the globe. The
rise of the G20 and Financial Stability Board
gave great impetus to managing the crisis.
But now we need to move forward with
greater earnest to the crux of the issue. And
that is the goal of ensuring  global financial
stability. Managing crises is one thing; pre-
venting them is essential. A global system
where cooperation can occur quickly and
with sufficient flexibility can work. I just came
from a conference discussing reforming the
global reserve system. These are the more
holistic issues that need to be part of the
agenda.

Asia needs to contribute more to the
reform of the global economic architecture.
It is a balance of thinking globally and coor-
dinating regionally. Integrate regionally, but
stay globally connected.

Regional cooperation is almost a pre-
condition for workable global reform. And
Asia is working to bring regional policy co-
ordination and cooperation to the next level,
while remaining cognizant of global con-
cerns. The crisis has made the benefits of
the regional cooperation quite clear. The cri-
sis also provides the impetus for deepening
cooperation on trade, finance, economic sur-
veillance, and monetary cooperation. The
opportunity to move to a much higher level
of development is there for those who will
think globally, cooperate regionally, and act
nationally.

I am pleased to note that Japan will chair
the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) in 2010, and host a number of APEC
meetings, including the Economic Leaders’
Meeting in November. Aside from address-
ing the most obvious challenges, such as
the threat of protectionism and the lack of
trust in financial institutions, these meetings
should recognize that 2010 is the deadline
for       industrialized       economies           to

(continued on page 7)
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Sharing the Burden

In times of mounting economic woes and
rising food prices, microfinance is help-
ing poor families keep their livelihood
going, their self-esteem intact, and their
hopes alive.

Surriya, 36, is a housewife living with
her two daughters and husband in a two-
room rented house situated deep in a nar-
row ally of Rehman Gunj-Qila Lakshman
Singh—a chaotic and fading part of the old
Lahore city. Her husband drives an auto
rickshaw from dusk to dawn to raise their
family. But lately it has become an uphill
battle for him to make both ends meet.
While his income remained where it has
been for many years now, everything else
seems to have changed—in fact jumped
up—be it the cost of fuel of his rickshaw,
food bills, house rent, or  needs of his
daughter going to school.

Micro Credits, Macro Benefits
In times of mounting economic woes, microfinance is helping poor families keep their livelihood going, their self-esteem
intact, and their hopes alive

By M. Ismail Khan
External Relations Officer

Surriya, sensing the bumps in the road
ahead, had decided 4 years ago to chip in
with her own little effort to support the
family. She availed a microcredit facility
from Khushhali Bank to purchase a sew-
ing machine, and started receiving rapid
tutoring from a relative in sewing clothes.
Gradually, she learned to provide tailor-
ing services to her neighbors. After 2
years, she bought another sewing machine
and also began taking interested young
girls from the neighborhood as appren-
tices.

Surriya’s decision to open a tailor-
ing shop and the subsequent success of
her initiative has had a major positive im-
pact on her family’s life. She now earns
nearly as much as her husband does from
his auto rickshaw and is in a position to
share the burden of running the house-
hold. She is setting aside a small part of
her income for the education of her daugh-
ter. “I have not been lucky enough to have
an education, but I would do all I can to
help my children go to school and then to

college,” she says with a firm resolve in her
voice.

The Optimistic ‘Beauty Box’
Maker

At 52, Fazal Rehman, father of four daugh-
ters and three sons, is a born optimist.

“I have heard that the government is
raising duties on the importation of small
items, if it is true, I am sure my business
will pick up again,” he says. “I use to get
60 rupees for each wooden box that I made
5 years ago. Today, I have to sell it for 40
rupees, as my client refuses to pay more
because of the cheaper Chinese beauty
boxes available in the market.”

Mr. Rehman has been crafting small
wooden boxes, which are used as makeup
boxes, for the last 30 years in a 7-by-10-
foot workshop near the timber market in
Lahore.

He says there were about seven such
workshops in the neighborhood. Now he
is the lone entrepreneur trying to eke out

FEATURE

TAILORING SHOPTAILORING SHOPTAILORING SHOPTAILORING SHOPTAILORING SHOP Surriya provides tailoring services to her neighbors and takes interested young girls from the neigborhood as apprentices
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a living out of this business. The shops
closed down one by one because of shrink-
ing demand and rising supply of low-cost
imported beauty boxes in the market.

Fazal still works from 8 in the morn-
ing until about 7 in the evening. Natu-
rally, he was finding it difficult to manage
his fairly large-size family’s needs, pay
4,000 rupees in rent for his workshop,
and fend off his other overheads. After
much thinking, he decided to train his
youngest son in the art of box making.
Then he realized that he will need to buy
more wood with two of them working at
the shop. Over the years, the price of
wood has gone up.

He managed to turn his business
around after applying for a 10,000 rupee
credit from Khushhali Bank. He is now
supplying more boxes to clients. He
earns about 500 rupees per day, which
he feels is a decent income under the
circumstances.

Fazal’s story demonstrates that
microfinance is helping small, viable busi-
nesses in many ways, including reduc-
ing their vulnerability to external
shocks. The attendant benefits of small
loans in ensuring livelihood and food
security, as well as boosting the morale
of small entrepreneurs in a difficult eco-

FLOWER MAKINGFLOWER MAKINGFLOWER MAKINGFLOWER MAKINGFLOWER MAKING     Sabra runs a flower-making business from home

nomic situation cannot be underesti-
mated.

Flowering the Future

Micro credit means a lot to poor women.
Their status both in their home and in
society improves when they earn and

contribute to the family income.
“Our experience says that women

use loans responsibly. Compared to men,
women default (on their loan) far less of-
ten,” says Amina Hassan, head of Lahore
region of Khushhali Bank.

Sabra Siddique from Lahore has now
entered into her fourth cycle of loan with
Khushhali Bank. She runs her own artifi-
cial flower-making business from home.
She started the business with a 1,000 ru-
pee loan 4 years ago. Her husband and
relatives were opposed to the idea. They
were concerned about what her neigh-
bors would think about her working out
of the home.

Using her hard-earned savings, she
has renovated her house and even con-
structed an additional room from where
she runs her business. She can afford
better cloths and food, and has enrolled
her children in the best schools in the
locality. Today, her relatives and neigh-
bors look at her achievements with envy.
She commands more respect and "say"
in family affairs.

Sabra is a big believer in small loans.
"I don’t want to go for a bigger loan as it
would be difficult to manage a bigger busi-
ness and pay back bigger loans. So, I am
content with what I am getting,” she says.

ADB facilitated the establishment of
Khushhali Bank under its Microfinance
Sector Development Program (MSDP). �

WOODEN BOXESWOODEN BOXESWOODEN BOXESWOODEN BOXESWOODEN BOXES Fazal crafts small wooden boxes used as makeup boxes
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Ann Quon, Principal Director, ADB
Department of External Relations, to
gether with film directors Brillante
Mendoza, Best Director of 2009

Cannes Film Festival, and Pepe Diokno, Lion
of the Future awardee of 2009 Venice Inter-
national Film Festival, announced the win-
ners of MyView: The Asia-Pacific Climate
Change Video Contest on 8 April. Grand prize
winner Alvin Tiamzon of the Philippines re-
ceived his award and fielded questions from
the media.

Switches not superheroes can help save
the planet from a hot, polluted, and grim fu-
ture, says an aspiring Filipino film maker who
has scooped the grand prize in the competi-
tion.

Alvin Tiamzon's short video How to
Save the World beat out 69 other entries for
the overall prize in MyView: The Asia-Pacific
Climate Change Video Contest, which was
created by ADB to highlight the serious threat
that global warming poses. The entries, from
countries across the region, ranged from live
drama to mock documentary, and even ani-
mation.

"The idea for this film is quite simple:
We don't need superheroes to save the world
from impending doom," said the 23-year old,
whose video humorously highlights the en-
vironmental difference that ordinary people

Winners of MyView Climate Change Video Contest Announced

can make by simply flicking off a switch.
"We received many high-quality entries,

but Mr. Tiamzon's video stood out for its wit,
energy, and clear message," said judge Ann
Quon, Principal Director, ADB Department
of External Relations. Other judges included
Lynden Barber, an internationally regarded
film critic and former Artistic Director of the
Sydney Film Festival; Zhu Wen, an interna-
tional award-winning film director and writer
from the People's Republic of China; Brillante
Mendoza, the internationally acclaimed Fili-
pino filmmaker who won this year's Cannes
Film Festival Best Director award; Pepe
Diokno, the winner of the 2009 Venice Inter-

national Film Festival 'Lion of the Future'
award for best debut film and the New Hori-
zons prize for his first feature film; and Jabeen
Merchant, a renowned Indian film editor who
has edited major Bollywood feature films and
many award winning documentaries.

Mr. Tiamzon, who works as a software
engineer, but has ambitions to make films,
says he shot his video during one lunch
break, using his office mates as actors.

In the under-21 category, Anup Poudel
of Nepal took the prize with his film My Green
Home, which depicts the dangers of envi-
ronmental damage through the eyes of a six-
year old boy. “It has a clever script, with a
lovely ending that left me not just smiling
but laughing out loud,” said Ms. Merchant.

In the over-21 category, If Animals Could
Speak by Alex Choo Chin Fung of Malaysia,
and What Are We Doing about Climate
Change by Yusmal Ghazali, also of Malay-
sia, were joint winners. "In just over a minute
with simple ideas, this film (What are We
Doing About Climate Change) says so
much, and shows that you can leave people
with an important message while being both
thought provoking and entertaining,” said
WooChong Um, Deputy Director General,
ADB Regional and Sustainable Develop-
ment Department, and one of the judges of
the contest. �

on the following day. The talk shows will
also be shown on HUM TV, a private sec-
tor channel.

Since 26 March 2010, these programs
have been part of the project on Gender
Mainstreaming through Media, which aims
to raise awareness about gender reforms
and address capacity issues of relevant
stakeholders, particularly among
implementers whose meaningful participa-
tion will have a sustainable impact on
mainstreaming gender in public policy.

ADB is supporting the project under a
technical assistance on Support to Imple-
mentation of Gender Reform Action Plan,
being implemented by the Citizens Commis-
sion for Human Development. The Canadian
International Development Agency has pro-
vided a part of the project’s fund. Ms.
Moneeza Hashmi, a well known TV person-
ality, is leading the project team. �

Gender Mainstreaming Through Media
(continued from page 1)
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GENDER REFORMGENDER REFORMGENDER REFORMGENDER REFORMGENDER REFORM     Rune Stroem, Country Director, ADB Pakistan Resident Mission, opens a stakeholder
meeting to review provincial Gender Reform Action Plan. Looking on from left is Sitara Ayaz, Minister for
Social Welfare and Women Development, Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

HOW TO SAVE THE WORLDHOW TO SAVE THE WORLDHOW TO SAVE THE WORLDHOW TO SAVE THE WORLDHOW TO SAVE THE WORLD     by Alvin Tiamzon
(second from left) of the Philippines won the
climate change video contest. With him are judges
(from left) Brillante Mendoza, Ann Quon, and Pepe
Diokno



ADB Hosts Climate Investment Forum
To Scale-up Asia's Response to Climate Change

achieve  APEC’s Bogor Goals. The goals were
set in 1994 to establish free trade and invest-
ment in the region, but progress for the past
10 years has been limited. Addressing the
quality and quantity of investment will sub-
stantially raise the region's medium-term
growth prospects.

In conclusion, developing Asia has

Senior government officials and cli-
mate change experts from around
the world gathered in Manila,
Philippines from 15 to 19 March to

discuss financial measures to help devel-
oping countries mitigate greenhouse gas
emissions and adapt to climate change.

Hosted by the Asian Development
Bank (ADB), the 15-19 March meetings
are an opportunity to review the impact of
Climate Investment Funds (CIF), and to
strengthen developing country participa-
tion in CIF climate action schemes.

The CIF are implemented by the mul-
tilateral development banks—African
Development Bank, Asian Development
Bank, European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development, Inter-American Devel-
opment Bank, and World Bank Group—to

provide interim funding for priority climate
change responses while the new global fi-
nancial architecture is negotiated.

ADB Vice-President Ursula Schaefer-
Preuss said the 2010 CIF Partnership Fo-
rum is especially important given the
outcome of last December's COP 15 nego-
tiations in Copenhagen, where negotiators
were unable to reach consensus on post-
2012 financing for climate change solutions
under the auspices of the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change.

"The Climate Investment Funds were
designed to bridge the gap between devel-
oped and developing countries for climate
change funding and knowledge," said Ms.
Schaefer-Preuss. "While the new, post-
2012 financial architecture is being
negotiated, the CIF can continue to

provide critical interim funding."
The CIF was created in July 2008

and has since received donor pledges
of more than $6 billion. The CIF is com-
prised of the Clean Technology Fund,
which finances scaled-up demonstra-
tion, deployment, and transfer of low
carbon technologies for significant GHG
reductions within country investment
plans; and the Strategic Climate Fund
(SCF), which finances targeted programs
in developing countries promoting ad-
aptation actions under the Pilot Program
for Climate Resilience, access to clean
energy under the Scaling Up Renewable
Energy Program, and emissions reduc-
tions through improved forest manage-
ment under the Forest Investment
Program. �

(continued from page 3)
Economic Prospects and Challenges

done well in handling this severe global fi-
nancial and economic crisis. It continues
to strengthen. But its diversity leaves many
risks and challenges to building sustain-
able growth. One is to shift the sources of
growth more toward domestic and regional
demand—without losing export momen-
tum or openness. Others include the tim-

ing and composition of stimulus exit strat-
egies. Others still involve avoiding desta-
bilizing capital flows. Asia also must
acknowledge it has growing global respon-
sibilities. And through greater regional co-
operation, we can all do our part to help
ensure greater financial stability and in-
creased prosperity in the region and
around the world. �

ADB Partners Briefed on Safeguard Policy Statement

In-country briefings on Safeguard
Policy Statement (SPS) were held
on 12 March at Pakistan Resident

Mission for government officials and
civil society organizations in Pakistan.
Rune Stroem, ADB's Country Director
in Pakistan, opened the briefings
meant to inform participants on the
new policy's principles and require-
ments on SPS. The participants dis-
cussed roles and responsibilities of
ADB and the borrowers/clients, and the
policy approach to strengthen and use
country safeguard systems.

ADB's Board of Directors approved
the new Safeguard Policy Statement
in July 2009 governing the environmen-

tal and social safeguards of ADB's op-
erations. The SPS aims to avoid, mini-
mize, or mitigate harmful environmental
impacts and social costs, and to help
borrowers/clients strengthen their safe-
guard systems. The SPS builds upon
ADB's previous safeguard policies on
the environment, involuntary settle-
ment, and indigenous people, and
brings them into one single policy with
enhanced consistency and coherence;
and that more comprehensively ad-
dresses environmental and social im-
pacts and risks. The SPS also provides
a platform for participation by affected
people and other stakeholders in
project design and implementation. �

The Forty-Third Annual Meeting of
the Board of Governors of the
Asian Development Bank will be

held in Tashkent, Uzbekistan on 3-4
May 2010.

The annual meetings are statu-
tory occasions for Governors of ADB
members to provide guidance on ADB
administrative, financial, and opera-
tional directions. �

ADB's Forty-Third Annual
Meeting in Tashkent
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ADB and the Government of
Pakistan organized a week-long
seminar in Islamabad from April
12 to 16. Rune Stroem, Country

Director, ADB Pakistan Resident Mis-

Project Implementation and Administration Seminar

ADB Reviews Communications Policy to Ensure Effectiveness, Transparency

The Asian Development Bank (ADB)
has launched a review of its Public
Communications Policy to ensure it
is still effective, transparent, and rel-

evant, and to see what improvements can
be made.

ADB will seek views on the policy
from all interested parties, primarily
through the internet, during the first half of
2010. Consultations will also be held with
stakeholders, including government offi-
cials, civil society, and the private sector in
a number of developing member countries
and donor countries in the second quarter

of 2010. Reviewing the policy every 5 years
is a mandatory requirement.

“The ultimate goal of the consultations
is to give all interested stakeholders the
opportunity to improve the effectiveness
of ADB's Public Communications Policy,”
said Ann Quon, Principal Director, ADB
Department of External Relations.

The current Public Communications
Policy, which took effect in September
2005, guides ADB’s external relations
strategy and its stance on disclosure of
information, with the aim of ensuring its
business is widely known and understood.

The policy recognizes that transparency is
critical to the effectiveness, sustainability,
and accountability of ADB operations, and
the trust and support of member govern-
ments.

A second round of public comments
will be sought in October, before a revised
draft document is submitted to ADB’s
Board of Directors in the first quarter of
2011. Final approval of the new policy is
expected by February next year.

Read more on the policy review pro-
cess at http://www.adb.org/PCP-Review/. �

sion, opened the seminar which offered
an opportunity for participants from
implementing agencies to learn about
ADB's procurement policies, use and
procurement of consulting services, and

procurement of goods and works.
Terry Woods and Alex Fox facilitated

the seminar. Two guest speakers came from
the Pakistan Engineering Council and Pub-
lic Procurement Regulatory Authority. �
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